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It is proposed that people are limited to attending to just one “object” in working memory
(WM) at any one time.  Consequently, many cognitive tasks, and much of everyday
thought, necessitate switches between WM items.  The research to be presented measured
the time involved in switching attention between objects in WM and sought to elaborate
the processes underlying such switches.  Two experiments required subjects to maintain
two running counts; the order in which the counts were updated necessitated frequent
switches between them.  Even after intensive practice, a time cost was incurred when
updating the two counts in succession relative to updating the same count twice.  This
time cost was interpreted to be due to a distinct switching mechanism that controls an
internal focus of attention large enough for just one object (count) at a time.  This internal
focus of attention is a subset of WM (Cowan, 1988).  Alternative visual and conceptual
repetition priming and memory retrieval explanations for the cost involved in switching
between items in WM are addressed.
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INTRODUCTION

The issue of human attention and its processing capacity and limitations is an old one in
psychology.  William James claimed that we could focus our attention on just one
“object” at a time.  Though that object may in fact be a connected system of other objects,
nevertheless,

“they can only be known in a single pulse of consciousness for which they
form one complex ‘object’” (James, 1890, Vol.1, p.405).

Pillsbury, discussing visual attention, continues in this theme.
“It has long been a dogma of common sense, and was an accepted principle of
the old rational psychology, that man can attend to but one thing at a time,
that no more than a single impression can occupy the centre of consciousness
at any given instant.”(Pillsbury, 1908, p.64).

The present study investigated a similar limitation with regard to one’s ability to attend to
just one item in working memory.  The purpose was to demonstrate that there exists a
distinct attentional process that requires time to complete switches within working
memory.  This study provides an estimate of this switching parameter and considers the
implications of such a limitation.

Attention Switching
Today, the same issues that James and Pillsbury were addressing motivate a sizable field
of investigation.  Studies of attention switching include switches between perceptual
stimuli (Guzy & Axelrod, 1972; Kerr, 1973; Mewhort, Thio, & Birkenmayer, 1971; ten
Hoopen & Vos, 1981), switches between perceptual stimuli and memorized lists
(Carlson, Wenger, & Sullivan, 1993; Dark, 1990; Weber, Burt & Noll, 1986), and
switches between mental or task-sets (Jersild, 1927; Laabs & Stager, 1976; Rogers &
Monsell, 1995; Spector & Biederman, 1976).

One of the classic paradigms to address attention switching within working memory is
the Sternberg task (Sternberg, 1966, 1967, 1969).  In Sternberg’s studies subjects were
required to store a number of items in memory.  They were then presented with a test
item which could be either a member of the stored set, thus requiring a positive response,
or not, requiring a negative response.  Sternberg showed that reaction times increased
linearly with the size of the stored set, both for positive and negative responses.
Significantly, the positive and negative responses were equally affected by the memory
set size, having similar intercepts and slopes.  There was also no serial position effect in
which response times might be affected by the location of a positive test item in the
memory set.  From these findings Sternberg proposed a model of exhaustive serial
comparisons in which each test item is compared with each individual item in the
memory set until all comparisons have been made.  If a match has been found, a positive
response is made, if not, there is a negative response.  Adopting such a seemingly
inefficient strategy can be understood if one assumes that the determination of a match
after each individual comparison would consume more time than would exhausting the
set and making just one such determination.
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For the present enquiry the Sternberg studies are of importance as they demonstrated
seriality in processing items in working memory (or active memory, to use Sternberg’s
term).  They revealed that we do not have simultaneous and immediate access to all the
items currently in working memory.  Instead, the serial comparison of items in working
memory required switches between these items.  One may assume that the comparisons
did occur in working memory as many of Sternberg’s experiments presented a new
memory set just seconds before each trial (e.g., Sternberg, 1966, Expt. 1).  In this
particular experiment each serial comparison required approximately 40 msec.  This
estimate appeared quite robust, remaining essentially unchanged for positive and negative
trials (Sternberg, 1966), for degraded and intact stimuli (Sternberg, 1967), for nonsense
forms and photographs of faces (45 msec and 56 msec, respectively, Sternberg, 1969), for
unfamiliar and well-learned lists, and for different amounts of practice (Sternberg, 1967).
As Sternberg acknowledged, the comparison time estimate contained both a comparison
component and a switching component.  His procedure would not allow their separate
measurement, and he assumed that the time for each switch operation was independent of
list length.

It should be noted that other memory scanning experiments have found results
incompatible with Sternberg’s serial exhaustive search model.  These include serial
position effects (Corballis, Kirby, & Miller, 1972), repetition effects (Baddeley & Ecob,
1973), non-linear set-size effects (Briggs, 1974) and stimulus probability effects (Theois,
Smith, Haviland, Traupmann, & Moy, 1973).  Alternative parallel models (e.g., Ratcliff,
1978) interpret the increase in response times as the set-size increases as a consequence
of having to distribute limited resources among a greater number of items.  Ratcliff
proposed that all items in the memory set, and perhaps all items in memory, are available
and accessed in parallel.  Indeed, some commentators suggest that parallel models appear
to provide more satisfactory accounts of the entire range of phenomena associated with
the Sternberg task (Greene, 1992).

Schneider & Shiffrin, however, also concluded for a model of serial searches following
their investigations of memory-scanning and automaticity (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977;
Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977).  Their tasks also provided an estimate of the time required to
switch between items in working memory.  In these tasks subjects memorized a number
of characters and then searched for any one of these characters in a series of rapidly
presented visual displays.  The displays contained a number of other characters that
served as distracters.  For Schneider & Shiffrin’s purposes, a key manipulation was the
relationship between the set of characters from which the memorized items were selected
and the set of characters used as the distracters.  Specifically, in the varied mapping
condition, any one character could serve as either a memory item or a distracter item in
different trials, while in the consistent mapping condition memory and distracter items
never varied.

It is the data from the varied mapping condition that are of most interest for present
purposes.  For the data of this condition the authors constructed a model in which
subjects compared each memory item in turn against all the visually displayed items,
terminating the search upon discovering a match.  Having compared a memory item with
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the visually displayed items and finding no match, subjects then switched to the next
memory item.  The authors arrived at a measure of 42 msec with highly practiced
subjects for this switching operation.

In interpreting the switching costs of the previous studies, one is left unsure of how best
to characterize the particular process(es) involved.  These switching costs may reflect the
operation of a distinct attention switching mechanism or, alternatively, the time to
retrieve the next item in the memory set.  These are, of course, difficult processes to
empirically tease apart and, perhaps especially so, if one’s focus is on switching between
items in working memory.  Nonetheless, this is an issue to which we will later return.

The Present Study
The present study focusses on the dynamics involved in switching attention between the
same few items in working memory.  It is important to note that the focus is on switching
attention between what might be called “objects of thought,” that is, distinct
representations in working memory.   Motivating this investigation is the question:  Are
we capable of maintaining and attending to two distinct memories or concepts
simultaneously?  If not, then attending to two such items should require switches back
and forth between the two.  If this is the case, then how long do such switches take and

what can we tell about the process(es)
involved in such switches?  For these
purposes the present study employed a
Dual-Count task, described in detail
below, in which subjects were required
to keep two running counts in working
memory.  These counts were the
“objects of thought” residing in
working memory between which
subjects must switch.  To convey a
sense of the phenomenon of interest,
the reader’s attention is directed to
Figure 1.  Figure 1 contains a random
scattering of circles and triangles.  The
task asked of the reader is to count
how many of each are presented; the
reader is encouraged to complete this
task before proceeding.

There are, in fact, ten circles and ten triangles.  My prediction is that readers did one of
two things; they first counted the number of circles and then the number of triangles, or
they first counted the number of triangles and then the number of circles.  Probably very
few, if any, readers counted both circles and triangles together, for example, by starting at
a corner and updating two running counts while moving through the figure.  Why should
this be so?  The hypothesis is that people can focus on just one item in working memory
at a time.  Maintaining two running counts thus requires switches between these counts,
and this switching is effortful and therefore avoided.  If the reader returns to Figure 1 and

Figure 1: How many circles and triangles
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counts the circles and triangles together with two running counts as described above, the
reader will note that switching between counts is more difficult then updating the same
count in succession.  A task that requires two or more distinct concepts to be maintained
will, of necessity, evoke an effortful internal mechanism to switch between them.

This proposal is compatible with the hierarchical conceptualization of short-term memory
(STM) described by Cowan (1988, 1993).  This conceives of STM as an activated subset
of long-term memory.  One’s current awareness and focus of attention is, in turn, a subset
of one’s STM.  The remaining contents of STM are considered "especially available"
(p.162, 1993), should one wish to shift one’s focus to them.  In this sense, though both
counts are considered "available," we can focus on only one at any one time.

EXPERIMENT 1

Subjects were asked to keep a count, without use of external aids, of the number of two
types of objects, presented one object at a time.  Two types of geometric figures (two
rectangles and two triangles) were presented on a computer screen.  The subject’s task
was to maintain a count for each type of figure.  Presentation of the figures was self-
paced; a barpress response by the subject cleared the screen of the current figure and
called up the next.  Two types of count sequence were identified: a Stimulus Switch (SS),
in which subjects had to switch from one count to the other (e.g., if a rectangle followed a
triangle or a triangle followed a rectangle), and a Stimulus No Switch (SNS), in which
subjects had to update the same count twice in a row (e.g., if a rectangle followed a
rectangle or a triangle followed a triangle).  Slower response times for an SS relative to
an SNS would be interpreted as evidence for the existence of an internal switching
mechanism.  The difference between the SS and the SNS response times would provide
an estimate of the mechanism’s operation time.

METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Subjects were 10 students drawn from an Introductory Psychology subject pool.  There
were no special criteria for inclusion in this study.  The experiment required two sessions,
each an hour long, held at the same time of day on two consecutive days.  Subjects
received credit in partial fulfillment of their course requirements for participation.

Apparatus
A Macintosh SE computer and “SuperLab,” a general purpose psychology testing
software (Release 1.5), were used for this experiment.

Trial Design
In each session there were 60 trials, though neither the first nor the last five were included
in subsequent analyses (the first five were considered warm-up trials, while on the last
five subjects were asked to count aloud).  Subjects were instructed that on each trial they
would be presented with a series of geometric figures.  There were two types of figures,
rectangles and triangles.  Each figure type appeared in either of two possible orientations.
The rectangle (26 mm x 17 mm) was presented with its longer side either on the
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horizontal or on the vertical.  The triangle (base = 26 mm, height = 26 mm), with one side
horizontal, appeared either pointing up or down.  The rectangle subtended a visual angle
of 3.7 degrees by 2.4 degrees, the triangle 3.7 degrees by 3.7 degrees.  Subjects were told
that the order of presentation of these figures was random.  Their task was to keep a count
of how many rectangles and how many triangles were presented and to report these
counts at the end of each trial.  Each trial contained from 16 to 25 figures, presented, one
at a time, on a computer screen.  It was necessary that the number of figures should vary
across trials; if subjects knew how many figures were to be in a trial they need only have
counted one of the figures, which, when subtracted from a constant total, would yield the
other figure count.  The subject started a trial by pressing the spacebar which presented
the first figure.  Each subsequent barpress cleared the screen of the current figure and
presented the next; the response-stimulus interval, during which the next figure was
drawn to screen, varied between 14 and 19 msec (depending on which figure was being
presented).  The intervals between presentation of a figure (the clock did not start until
the figure was drawn) and the following barpress were recorded.  Subjects were told that
accuracy was most important but that they should also try to move through each trial as
quickly as they could.  Feedback, in the form of the correct counts, was presented on the
screen after each trial.

There were 6 trials of each trial length (16 through 25), thus producing 60 trials.  These
were ordered randomly.  The order of presentation of figures within a trial was also
randomly generated, although trials were screened so as not to allow the successive
presentation of the same figure in the same orientation.  If, for example, the
randomization called for two consecutive rectangles, then different orientations were
used, the orientation of the first having been randomly chosen.  This restriction on the
randomization was required so that subjects would receive visual confirmation that a new
figure had been presented.  This procedure produced trials in which the number of
alternations from one type of figure to the other varied creating the SS and SNS
sequences described above.

For the second session the same 60 trials were presented but in a different random order.
Including both sessions, subjects completed 120 trials, of which 100 were included in the
analyses.  In total, subjects were presented with 1,240 rectangles and 1,212 triangles.  The
order of presentation of these figures produced 1,126 SS and 1,206 SNS with the first
observation of each of the 120 trials being neither.

Procedure
Subjects, run individually, received written instructions on what was required of them for
this experiment.  The experimenter then performed a demonstration trial.  Next, subjects
completed two practice trials.  At this point, subjects donned hearing protectors to reduce
extraneous noise, lights were dimmed and the experimental session of 60 trials began.
On the last five trials subjects were asked to verbalize their counting.

Except for reading the written instructions and the experimenter’s demonstration
(subjects completed all three practice trials), the procedure for the second session on day
two was identical.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Error Analysis
The data were broken down across sessions (session 1 vs. session 2) and within sessions
(first half vs. second half of the trials).  Each of these four resulting blocks contained 25
trials with each trial containing 16-25 observations.  The number of errors (i.e., incorrect
on either the triangle or the rectangle count) was quite high, averaging 7.5 per block of 25
trials (approximately, 30%).  A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the
number of errors did not vary across blocks (F<1), though there was considerable
variability between subjects, F(9, 30) = 6.74, p < .0001, with the mean number of errors
per block ranging from 2.25 to 17.  The number of times subjects got each trial wrong
was calculated, yielding a frequency that could vary between 0 and 20 (10 subjects
performed each trial twice).  It was found that the number of times a trial was counted
incorrectly was related to the number of figures in that trial (r = .51).  This unsurprising
finding may be due to subjects having been more inclined to make a mistake as more
counting was required and as a trial lasted longer.  The number of SNS in a trial appeared
to be a better predictor of counting errors than the number of SS in a trial (r’s = .43 and
.18, respectively).  However, both the number of SNS and SS were also correlated with
the number of figures in a trial.   Controlling for the effect of the number of figures, the
partial correlations between number of SNS and number of SS in a trial with the number
of times that trial was counted incorrectly were .15 and -.17, respectively.

The high number of errors might argue against interpreting the reaction time (RT) data.
With so many errors can we be sure that subjects were diligent in updating their counts
and that the RT data are therefore meaningful?  A closer look at the subjects’ errors
helped address these concerns.  First, 77% of the errors were ones in which only one of
the counts was incorrect (remember, subjects reported both a rectangle and a triangle
count).  Of these “single-count” errors the correlation coefficient between the incorrect
reported count and the actual count was .76.  For 74% of these single-count errors the
incorrectly reported count was just +/-1 away from the correct count.  To summarize,
70% of all trials were counted correctly, single-count errors of +/-1 constituted 17% of
trials, single-count errors of greater than +/-1 constituted a further 6%, and finally,
“double-count” errors, in which both counts were counted incorrectly, were made on the
remaining 7% of trials.

An inspection of the distribution of single-count errors revealed a symmetrical
distribution of errors ranging from -6 to 7 (calculated by subtracting the reported count
from the true count).  The symmetry of errors would suggest no systematic bias (e.g.,
failures to update the counts would predict underestimation of the correct counts) in
making errors.

It would seem reasonable to conclude that though subjects did make mistakes in their
counting they were not responding with guesses.  Though errors were made, it would
appear that subjects were diligent in updating their counts throughout the session, a
conclusion supported later when RTs for both correct trials and error trials are compared.
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Response Time Analysis
As with the error analysis, the data were broken down across sessions (session 1 vs.
session 2) and within sessions (first half vs. second half of the trials).  A 2(session) x
2(half) x 2 (figure type) x 2(SS/SNS) ANOVA was performed on the subjects’ mean RTs
from the correct trials only.  Note that unlike the above error analysis in which the
complete trial was the unit of analysis, we are now looking at means for each subject
calculated from the RTs to each individual figure (i.e., the latencies associated with the
barpress responses that called up each successive figure during a trial).

From an inspection of the means a relatively straightforward picture emerges.  Subjects
were faster on session 2 than on session 1 with mean RT dropping from 1,311 msec to
1,134 msec, F(1, 9) = 73.40, p < .0001.  Subjects were faster during the second half of a
session (1,174 msec) compared to the first half (1,271 msec), F(1, 9) = 6.77, p = .03.
Both improvements can plausibly be attributed to a practice effect.  Subjects were also
faster on SNS than they were on SS, F(1, 9) = 130.39, p < .0001.  Comparing mean SNS
and SS RTs provided an estimate of the switching cost.  Figure 2 shows the mean RT for
SS and SNS for each subject (for this, and for all subsequent graphs, error bars represent
the standard error of the mean).  The switching costs for the ten subjects ranged from 306
msec to 696 msec with a mean of 483 msec (standard deviation was 144 msec).  A one-
way repeated measures ANOVA performed on the switching costs across the four testing
blocks (i.e., session 1 -- first half, session 1 -- second half, session 2 -- first half, session 2
-- second half) revealed no effect for blocks, F(3, 27) = 1.51, p = .23.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Insert Figure 2 about here

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

As noted above, much of the discarded data (those trials in which subjects did not report
both counts correctly) may still contain meaningful RT data.  The above four-way
ANOVA was also performed on the RTs from the “single-count (+/-1)” error trials, all
remaining errors trials, the correct trials combined with the “single-count (+/-1)” error
trials, and all trials (correct and error alike).  In each case the pattern of results remained
unchanged; switching cost estimates, averaged across all subjects, varied from 462 msec
to 524 msec for the different mixes of data.  Mean switching costs were also calculated
for medians (429 msec) and for trimmed RT distributions (460 msec) in which all
observations greater than three standard deviations from the mean were first deleted.

Note that while subjects were faster in responding to SNS figures than to SS figures, the
magnitudes of the partial correlations between number of SNS and SS figures in a trial
and the number of times that trial was counted incorrectly, did not suggest an appreciable
speed-accuracy trade-off.  For each trial the figure RTs were summed and divided by the
number of figures in that trial, yielding a trial mean RT or TRT.  Each subject’s trials
were categorized with respect to whether or not they were correct.  As described earlier,
four error types were identified: correct, single-count errors of +/-1, single-count errors of
greater than +/-1, and double-count errors.  Mean TRTs increased in the order that these
error types have been listed, but a one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the
rise in TRT was not significant, F<1.  This analysis demonstrated that no speed-accuracy
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trade-off existed on the level of the trial; subjects were not faster on trials in which they
reported incorrect counts.  In fact, the mean TRTs were in the direction opposite to what
one would expect from a speed-accuracy trade-off.

Counting Protocols
All subjects, bar one, adopted the same counting technique.  These subjects verbalized
both counts following the presentation of each figure.  For example, if the current counts
were five rectangles and seven triangles, subjects would rehearse this as “five - seven.”  If
the next figure presented was a triangle, subjects would update the appropriate count and
rehearse “five - eight.”  Similarly, given another triangle, “five - nine,” and a rectangle,
“six - nine.”  Note that the verbalization order for these nine subjects was always
rectangle first, triangle second.  Presumably, this was because they were asked, at the end
of a trial, to report the rectangle count first.  As will be discussed later, the adoption of
this particular technique was to prove illuminating for revealing the processes involved in
internal switches of attention.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 served to establish the experimental task and, in so doing, demonstrated a
sizable time cost associated with switching between items in working memory.  It is
proposed that the existence of this switching cost is a consequence of a fundamental
cognitive reality, namely, that we can only attend to one mental object at any one time.
Further, attending to more than one object requires switches between these objects.  An
alternative that remains, however, is that the observed time cost reflects a subject’s lack
of experience with the task and that with practice, the effect, and the supposed
psychological reality, would disappear.  The purpose of Experiment 2 was to give
subjects intensive practice in the hope of reaching asymptotic performance levels on the
Dual-Count task.  Intensive practice should also reduce the number of counting errors
that were present in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2 also addressed two alternative hypotheses that proposed different priming
mechanisms for the switching time costs.  The first priming hypothesis suggested a
facilitation in the identification of the stimuli.  In Experiment 1, one might argue that, for
perceptual reasons alone, the time to identify a figure may have been affected by the
preceding figure.  Rectangles and triangles each have features not shared by the other.  It
might be argued that a recent activation and integration of the features of one figure may
facilitate subsequent activation and integration of those same features.  Having just seen a
triangle it may be easier to identify a second triangle.  Similarly, having just seen a
rectangle it may be easier to identify a second rectangle.  This possible facilitory effect
would thus predict SNS responses to be faster than SS responses.  Thus, Experiment 2
used two squares as the two stimuli, one small (approximately, 14 mm x 14 mm) and one
large (approximately, 26 mm x 26 mm).

Nevertheless, two squares, which have identical features, save size, may minimize, but
does not completely eliminate, this possible confound.  The large and small squares are
still two distinct percepts and perceiving one figure may yet facilitate the subsequent
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perception of that same figure.  Consequently, a more direct test of facilitation in the
stimulus identification stage was deemed necessary.

A second priming hypothesis concerns facilitation between repeated activations, not of
the perceptions, but rather, of the count representation itself.  Perhaps, having just
updated one count (e.g., the one for large squares) that count, or, more precisely, its
internal representation, may remain active for some time.  If another large square is
presented before the count representation has decayed to baseline activation levels, then
there may be a facilitation in accessing and subsequently performing operations on that
count.  No such facilitation would be present if a small square was presented.  Thus, this
conceptual priming hypothesis, similar to the hypothesis of an internal attentional
limitation, predicts faster responses for SNS than for SS.  Note, that though the two
alternatives make the same prediction, they do differ in what are proposed as the
underlying mechanisms that produce the switching cost.  The internal attention
hypothesis proposes that SS RTs are longer than SNS RTs because a limited capacity
attentional focus must be shifted, an act that is time-consuming.  The conceptual priming
hypothesis, on the other hand, proposes that SNS RTs are faster without reference to any
internal attention focus.  Instead, SNS RTs are presumed faster as the activation of one
count persists above baseline when reactivated for another update.  The Dual-Count task
was modified, as described below, to test the conceptual priming alternative.

METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Subjects were five new students drawn from an Introductory Psychology subject pool.
There were no special criteria for inclusion in this study.  The experiment required at
least 14 sessions, each 30 minutes to an hour long, held at the same time of day on 14
consecutive days.  Subjects received credit in partial fulfillment of their course
requirements and payment for their participation.

Apparatus
A Macintosh SE computer and “SuperLab,” a general purpose psychology testing
software (Release 1.5), were used for this experiment.

Trial Design
In each session there were 60 trials.  The number of squares in each trial varied between
16 and 25.  The order of presentation of squares within a trial was randomly generated.
This procedure produced trials in which the number of alternations from one square to the
other varied.  A square that was different than the immediately preceding square was
coded as a stimulus switch (SS) whereas a square that was the same as the immediately
preceding one was coded as a stimulus no switch (SNS).  The letter X was presented
between each square to signal to subjects that a new square had been presented.  The
duration of the X was varied, as described below.  The duration of the X was not included
in the subjects’ response times; the timer began once the new figure was drawn on the
screen.  At the end of each trial subjects reported the number of each type of square
presented in that trial.  Feedback, in the form of the correct counts, was presented on the
screen after each trial.
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A set of 120 trials (12 trials of each trial length) was created.  For each session a random
set of 60 trials was selected from this set of 120, thus ensuring that subjects were
presented with a different set of trials in a different order in each session.  One
consequence of using a fixed set of trials is that throughout the 14 days of testing,
subjects completed the same trial, on average, seven times.  However, the possibility that
a subject might learn to recognize trials, thus circumventing the need to maintain two
running counts in later sessions, was deemed negligible.  Subjects had no reason to
suspect that trials would be repeated and trials did not occur at predictable locations
within a session, nor even in predictable sessions.  Instead, the seven repetitions were
randomly scattered throughout the 14 sessions.  Also, in earlier sessions, the possibility of
incidentally learning a random series of, on average, twenty large and small squares while
maintaining two running counts was assumed to be very unlikely.

Including all sessions, subjects completed 840 trials, of which 770 were included for
analyses (the first five trials in each session were considered warm-up trials).  Totaling
across all 14 sessions, subjects were presented, on average, with 8,603 large squares and
8,581 small squares.  The order of presentation of these squares produced, on average,
7,922 SS and 8,432 SNS, with the first observation of each of the 840 trials being neither.
Two subjects volunteered to complete extra sessions; subject 4 completed 15 sessions
(8,539 SS and 9,072 SNS) and subject 3 completed 18 (10,158 SS and 10,810 SNS).
These subjects received additional payment for their continued participation.

Stimulus Identification Priming
To determine whether or not there is facilitative priming in the stimulus identification
stage subjects completed a Stimulus Identification task at the end of each session.  The
stimuli for this task were the two squares from the Dual-Count task.  Each trial of this
task contained a fixation point, a prime figure, a second fixation point, a target figure, a
response, feedback, and a delay before the next trial.  Following a 200 msec fixation
point (the same small X that was used in the Dual-Count task), one square (the prime)
was displayed for 500 msec and subjects were instructed not to respond to it.  The
fixation point was then presented again for a variable duration (55 msec, 305 msec, and
555 msec).  The reasons for varying these inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) are given below.
Next, a second square (the target) was presented and subjects were instructed to respond
to it as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy.  The target remained on-screen
until the subject responded.  The task was to identify the second square as either LARGE
or SMALL.  These responses were made with two separate keys, the “m” and the “n”
keys (the mapping between key and response was counterbalanced across subjects).
After the subject’s response the correct response was displayed for 200 msec.  Following
a 1000 msec delay a new trial started.

The stimuli allowed for four prime-target permutations, two CONGRUENT (large-large
and small-small), and two INCONGRUENT (large-small and small-large).  Combining
the four permutations with the three different delays produced 12 distinct trial types.  The
Stimulus Identification task contained 60 trials, five of each trial type.  These 60 trials
were presented in a different random order for each session and for each subject.  The 60
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trials were preceded by 12 similar practice trials (one of each trial type) that were not
included in analyses.  These 12 practice trials were also presented in a different random
order for each session and for each subject.  The total number of trials (72) were
presented in two blocks of 36 trials.  Subjects could rest during the interval between
blocks and initiated the second block when ready.

The perceptual priming explanation should predict faster responses on the CONGRUENT
permutations, relative to the INCONGRUENT permutations.  No difference between the
two permutation types would argue against a perceptual priming effect.

Count Representation Priming
The conceptual priming hypothesis proposes that a count’s representation may remain
active for a period of time facilitating subsequent activation.  As noted, this hypothesis
and the attention switching hypothesis make the same prediction for SS and SNS RTs.
However, one difference between the two proposed processes is that priming should be
sensitive to the intervals between the presentation of the two figures.  Therefore, different
response-stimulus intervals, or RSIs, were introduced between successive figures in the
Dual-Count task.  One of five delays (55 msec, 180 msec, 305 msec, 430 msec, and 555
msec) was randomly selected for each RSI.  RSI varied within-subjects.  If priming
underlay the switching costs then SNS response times should be affected by these RSIs.
A priming effect was assumed to predict maximum facilitation at the shortest interval.
As the intervals increased, that is, as the activation level of the count representation
returned to baseline, the amount of facilitation should decrease.  Thus, as the intervals
increased, SNS RTs should get slower and the switching cost smaller.  Following the
same logic, intervals were also added to the Stimulus Identification task.  Just three ISIs
were included to maximize the number of observations per interval.

In summary, the priming manipulations were designed to reveal if a priming process was
present in the Dual-Count task; if such priming was due to facilitation in identifying the
stimuli and/or in accessing and updating the count representations; over what intervals
priming might play a role; and consequently, at what intervals might an uncontaminated
measure of an internal attention switching cost be observed.

Procedure
Instructions to subjects were similar to those for Experiment 1 except that these subjects
were told that they would be presented with a series of large and small squares.  As in
Experiment 1, subjects were told that accuracy was most important but that they should
also try to move through each trial as quickly as they could.  For all sessions subjects
wore hearing protectors to reduce extraneous noise and lights were dimmed.  Each day,
before starting the session of 60 trials, subjects also completed three additional practice
trials.  Approximately every fourth day, subjects were told how accurate they had been on
the previous day’s session and, if their error rate was high (more than five trials in which
either count was incorrect), were encouraged to reach a higher accuracy level.  To gain
access to their counting strategies, subjects were asked to perform the same task while
counting aloud on three additional trials at the end of their first, seventh and final session.
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These additional trials were not included in the quantitative analyses.  On each day,
subjects completed the Stimulus Identification task last.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 Dual-Count Task Analyses
Overall, the error rate was low, averaging at 7.2%.  The correlation between session (the
first 14 sessions only) and the number of errors, summed over subjects, was r = -.25.
Only correct trials were analyzed.

All RT distributions were first trimmed by discarding RTs greater than three standard
deviations from the mean.  Only trimmed distributions were analyzed.  Although subjects
did improve noticeably over the 14 sessions, a switching cost was always present (see
Figure 3).  Across all sessions, the smallest switching costs for subjects 1 to 5 were 302
msec, 100 msec, 172 msec, 105 msec, and 98 msec, respectively.  It is, however, unclear
if all subjects had reached asymptotic performance.  Subjects 2 and 3, in fact, appeared to
have still been improving.  Nonetheless, within the confines of this experiment, one may
conclude that switching costs resistant to practice (i.e., greater than zero) were obtained.
This evidence is consistent with a model of internal attention in which one is limited to an
internal focus large enough for just one object.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Insert Figure 3 about here

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A 2 (SNS/SS) x 5 (RSIs) x 14 (sessions) repeated measures ANOVA was performed on
the mean RTs for the five subjects.  Only the first 14 days of data were included for those
subjects who completed more days.  The ANOVA revealed that all main effects produced
significant differences.  The effects of Session, F(13, 52) = 35.89, p < .0001, and Switch,
F(1, 4) = 32.79, p = .005, have already been described.  Figure 4 presents the SS and SNS
RTs as well as the switching cost averaged across subjects for the first 14 sessions (note
that Session and Switch accounted for 30% and 25% of the variance, respectively).  An
inspection of this figure also suggests that the interaction between Session and Switch,
F(13, 52) = 9.94, p < .0001, may be attributed to subjects reaching near asymptotic
performance on SNS trials early while showing a slower improvement on SS trials.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Insert Figure 4 about here

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The intervals, or RSIs, between successive presentations of the figures also had a
significant effect, F(4, 16) = 29.76, p < .0001, while accounting for 4% of the variance.
Figure 5 shows the effect of the intervals on both SNS and SS response times.  The
decrease in SNS RT as the intervals increased is not consistent with a priming process.
The conceptual priming hypothesis should predict that SNS RTs would get slower and
the switching cost smaller, as the intervals increased.  The SS/SNS x RSIs interaction is
significant F(4, 16) = 5.75, p < .005, but accounts for just 0.1% of the variance.  The SS
trials, given that they require the subject to update a new count, may not be the ideal
control condition for comparison of a priming effect in the SNS trials.  However, the
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absence of a substantial interaction effect suggests that whatever recovery process was
responsible for subjects responding faster as the intervals increased was common to both
SS and SNS, and was, therefore, not obscuring a hidden priming effect in SNS.  The
three-way interaction, SS/SNS x RSIs x Sessions was not significant (F<1).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Insert Figure 5 about here

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Individual 2 (SNS/SS) x 2 (large/small squares) x 5 (RSIs) x 14 (sessions) ANOVAs
were also calculated for each subject.  All sessions were included for those subjects who
completed more than 14 days.  The observations in each cell of this ANOVA are the
subjects’ raw RT data (averaging 49 RT data points per cell).  Given that the population
to which this statistic generalizes is the individual across time, all four factors of these
ANOVAs were treated as between-subject.  The results of these analyses support the
conclusions drawn from the group analyses.  For all subjects the effects of Session,
Switch, and Delay were significant (all p’s <.001).  Unlike Experiment 1, the order in
which the counts were reported at the end of each trial was counterbalanced across
subjects.  This was expected to determine the order in which the subjects verbalized both
counts during a trial.  This met with mixed success.  Three subjects verbalized their
counts in the order, large square count first, small square count second; one subject
adopted the opposite order (small square count -- large square count); while the last
subject varied the order, letting the first figure of each trial be the first one verbalized.
No clear effect for verbalization order was found.  For the three subjects for whom a main
effect for size was significant, RTs to the small square were faster.  A perceptual
explanation for this finding is not supported by the Stimulus Identification task (presented
below) in which a difference in speed of responding to the squares was not found.

The individual ANOVAs had great statistical power (for the SS/SNS factor all p’s < 1.0 x
10-30) and most interactions were significant though effect sizes were small.  Only one
such significant interaction, Switch x Session, which has already been discussed for the
grouped data, accounted for more than 1% of the variance, and did so for four of the five
subjects.  No interesting interpretations of the other interactions were evident.  Finally,
Table 1 presents the switching cost and individual, lower 99.9% confidence levels for
each subject’s last session.

Counting Protocols
As previously described for Experiment 1, when asked to count aloud, all subjects
adopted the technique of verbalizing both counts following each figure, that is, subjects
would update one count and rehearse the current value of the other count.  For
convenience, these different operations will be referred to as “updating” and
“rehearsing.”  For these “speak-aloud” trials subjects were asked to count as they had
during the session’s trials.  They were not given instructions to count in any particular
manner so as to allow them freedom to arrive at their own preferred technique.
Presumably, it is safe to assume that they employed the updating and rehearsing
technique, subvocally, on the Dual-Count task.  This counting technique is also similar to
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that reported retrospectively by subjects in the running count tasks of Monty and his
colleagues (Monty, Taub & Laughery [1965]; Monty, Wiggins & Karsh [1969]).

Adopting this counting technique produces the following interesting circumstance.
Imagine a subject has two counts, A and B, one for each of two types of figures, a and b.
The subject rehearses these counts in the order “A -- B” which I refer to as the
“verbalization order.”  When a figure a is presented the subject subvocally updates the A
count and then subvocally rehearses the B count in the fixed order, “A -- B.”  Note what
has happened here.  The A count, having just been updated, is assumed to be in the focus
of attention, and yet the B count was most recently rehearsed.  Imagine next a b is
presented.  Though B is the count that was most recently rehearsed, there is still a cost
incurred in switching from the A count to the B count.  To demonstrate this, one can
compare the size of the switching cost for the first and the second counts of each
subject’s verbalization order.  Of interest is determining if there is still a sizable switching
cost when switching to the second count of the verbalization order, having updated the
first (i.e., switching to the count that one has most recently rehearsed).  Let us call this a
type 1 switch.  The complement to this is switching to the first count in the verbalization
order, having just updated the second count (i.e., switching to the count that one has NOT
most recently rehearsed).  This is denoted a type 2 switch.

To demonstrate if type 1 and type 2 switches were equally large, the size of the former
can be expressed as a percentage of the latter (100% would thus mean that the two types
of switches were equally long).  The mean RT for type 1 switches, as a percentage of the
mean RT for type 2 switches, was calculated for subjects 1, 3, 4, and 5 (the percentage
was not calculated for subject 2 who did not have a fixed verbalization order).  Looking
at the data from each subject’s last session only, the percentages are 101%, 113%, 96%,
and 89%, for subjects 1, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.  For subjects 1 and 3, type 1 switches
were slower than type 2 switches, for subjects 4 and 5 this pattern was reversed.  What
these percentages reveal is a sizable type 1 switching cost, that is, a sizable switching cost
even when one is switching to the count that one has most recently rehearsed.  The
implications of this finding will be treated in the General Discussion.

Stimulus Identification Analyses
Subjects’ accuracy on this task was very high, with errors on just 1% of the trials,
averaged across 14 sessions for the five subjects.  Only correct responses were analyzed.
A 2 (CONGRUENT/INCONGRUENT) x 2 (large/small squares) x 3 (ISIs) x 14
(sessions) ANOVA was calculated for the subjects’ mean RTs.  Only the first 14 days of
data were included for those subjects who completed more days.

A marginally significant effect was found for the CONGRUENT/INCONGRUENT
factor, F(1, 4) = 5.93, p = .07, but it was in the opposite direction to that predicted by a
priming explanation; subjects were faster at making the LARGE/SMALL judgement for
the INCONGRUENT permutations compared to the CONGRUENT permutations (see
Figure 6).  Subjects did improve over sessions, F(13, 52) = 7.39, p < .0001, but there was
no interaction between sessions and the CONGRUENT/INCONGRUENT factor, F<1.
As indicated above, no statistical difference was found for the Size factor, F<1.  Finally,
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there was an effect for the ISIs in this task, F(2, 8) = 66.9, p < .0001, but it was in the
opposite direction to that predicted by a priming explanation with subjects responding
faster as the intervals increased.  Mean response times for the 55 msec, 305 msec and 555
msec intervals were 464 msec, 426 msec and 410 msec, respectively.  The increase in
response speed held equally for both CONGRUENT and INCONGRUENT permutations
with no evidence of an interaction present, F<1.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Insert Figure 6 about here

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This study has shown empirically that subjects cannot access two counts in working
memory with equal speed.  Instead, with this particular task, the count most recently
updated can subsequently be updated faster.  If the count that was not most recently
updated must be accessed, a time cost is incurred.  This time cost is estimated at 483
msec early in practice (Experiment 1), and drops, after intensive practice, to between 98
msec and 316 msec across subjects (Experiment 2).

At a theoretical level, it is proposed that these time costs serve as estimates for the
operation of an attention switching mechanism.  The attention switching mechanism
operates between the count representations resident in working memory, with internal
attention focussed on just one count representation at a time.  That the time costs remain
constant across the imposed response-stimulus intervals suggests that for this task,
internal attention does not move until there is reason to switch, internal attention
switching being initiated by the presentation of the stimulus for the other count.  The
existence of an internal attention switching cost reveals a difference in the accessibility of
the two working memory counts and strongly suggests that mental objects such as counts
are processed serially.  Consequently, one might conclude that the existence of a
switching cost is incompatible with information processing models that allow for the
simultaneous focussing of attention on more than one working memory item.

The results also argue against possible priming hypotheses.  In the Stimulus Identification
task a subject’s response to a figure was not facilitated when that figure was preceded by
an identical figure.  Instead, the marginally significant trend was toward faster responses
to a figure that was preceded by a different figure.  This suggests that any perceptual
advantage to be had would have resulted in an underestimate of switching times.  Within
the Dual-Count task, the effect of introducing delays between the figures also ran
contrary to a repetition priming hypothesis; SNS RTs did not get slower and the
switching cost did not get smaller as the intervals between figures increased.  The data
also suggest that what emerged to be a facilitory effect of increased intervals did not
obscure a priming effect.  Finally, one may presume that the scope of a priming
explanation is limited to smaller switching costs and cannot explain the large switching
costs found early in practice; indeed, even some highly practiced subjects finished with
switching costs that might be considered too large to suggest a priming phenomenon.
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A Simple Process Model
Figure 7 outlines a simple model of the processes proposed to be involved in the Dual-
Count Task.  Having identified the stimulus, subjects must orientate their attention to the
appropriate count, update that count, rehearse the current value of the other count and
finally, make a response to call up the next stimulus.  It is the second process, the
orientation of attention, that has been the subject of this paper.  Following an SS,
attention must be reoriented from one count to the other, and this process takes time.  For
an SNS, in which the same count is successively updated, no such reorientation is
required.  The order of the updating and rehearsing operations is determined both by
which figure is being presented and by a subject’s verbalization order.  Note that the
orientation of attention precedes the updating and rehearsing operations.  Note also that at
no point were subjects required to perform two operations simultaneously, nor were they
required to make or reconfigure different responses.  Instead, the existence of a central
attentional limitation was inferred by manipulating the order upon which the counts were
to be attended.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Insert Figure 7 about here

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Clearly, the experiments reported rely on a subtractive method for estimating the cost
involved in the reorientation of attention.  An assumption of pure insertion inevitably
accompanies this method.  Certain characteristics of the Dual-Count task may alleviate
concerns that this assumption is violated (or, at least, reduce the degree to which it is
violated).  The Stimulus Identification task found that any differences in identifying one
figure as a function of the preceding figure, would, if anything, serve to underestimate the
switching cost.  A trend suggested that a figure different than the preceding figure was
identified faster than a figure the same as the preceding figure.  In the Dual-Count task
the updating and the rehearsing operations occurred after each figure, that is, both
operations were performed and both counts were subvocally verbalized irrespective of
whether or not a switch of attention had occurred.  The verbalization order also remained
constant within a trial and was not altered by whether or not a switch of attention had
occurred.  Finally, the same simple response, a barpress, was also required on all trials.
Nevertheless, it may be the case, for example, that the updating step in the sequence of
processes may be faster if one does not have to switch to the count being updated.
Though this must remain a possibility, it was not the case that repeated, successive
updates of the same count quickened the updating operation (i.e., time to update a count
did not get faster as a function of the number of successive updates of that same count).

Nonetheless, it is an inescapable fact that other processes can influence the size of the
switching cost.  It is evident that individual differences and practice are two such
influences.  Others include the duration of the trial (switching costs were higher as the
counts increased) and even the difference in the current values of the two counts.  For
these reasons a “pure” measure of the switching process may always be elusive.  Because
of both the inevitable uncertainties that accompany use of the subtraction logic and the
existence of extraneous influences on task performance, I would rather place emphasis,
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not on the precise value of the estimated switching cost parameter, but on the more
defensible observation that the parameter estimate is not zero.  It is this observation that
affords the conclusion of an attentional limitation within working memory.

Having said this, it is notable that, even after intensive practice, the observed switching
costs were quite large.  The memory search literature, which is most relevant to the
present study, typically reveal smaller switching costs.  Schneider & Shiffrin (1977)
estimated a switching cost of 42 msec and a cost of 27 msec from the data of Briggs &
Johnsen (1973).  Sternberg (1966) found that each new item in the positive set added 40
msec to the search task (according to Sternberg’s model the 40 msec included both a
comparison process and a switching cost).  Introducing the requirement to also report the
location of the item in the memory set increased the searching time to 250 msec per item.

It may be the case that the difficulty of the operation being performed on the items
between which one is switching determines the size of the switching cost.  Scanning a
memory set to detect a match to a target item seems, intuitively, to be a simpler task than
updating the value of a count.  In the search paradigm the matching working memory
item, once identified, receives no further processing.  The complexity of the operation
may require more resources of a limited resource pool, leaving fewer available resources
for control operations such as attention switching.  This was the argument employed by
Laabs & Stager (1976) in their binaural listening task to explain why switching from
serial addition (presumably, the more difficult task) to shadowing produced greater
interference than switching in the other direction.  In a test of switching between
perceived lists and memorized lists, Weber et al. (1986) noted that longer lists produced
longer switching times, also compatible with the notion of straining limited resources.

Consequences of an Internal Attention Limitation for Working Memory
The counting technique adopted by all subjects (except one subject from Experiment 1)
proved informative.  Throughout each trial, subjects maintained two running counts, both
of which were subvocally verbalized after each new figure was presented.  The type 1
switch proved as long as the type 2 switch, that is, a switch to the count that one has most
recently rehearsed was as time-demanding as a switch to the count that one has NOT
most recently rehearsed.  Both the existence of a switching cost and the finding that type
1 switches were as large as type 2 switches, provide us with a number of insights into the
relationship between working memory and the focus of internal attention.

Attention Switching and Memory Retrieval
The cost associated with switching between items in working memory does not appear to
be due to memory retrieval.  The count being switched to in the type 1 switch was the
most recently rehearsed count and, therefore, one would expect the retrieval of that
count’s current value to be at least as fast, if not faster, than retrieval of the just updated
count.  Thus, accomplishing switches between items in working memory requires a
distinct mechanism, which I have described in terms of a switch of attentional focus,
rather than being due to a memory retrieval operation.  Logically, one may also question
the plausibility of a retrieval based explanation for the switching costs observed in the
Dual-Count task.  Clearly, both counts are already in working memory, therefore one
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must ask of a retrieval based explanation, into what are the counts being retrieved?  To
push the retrieval explanation to its eventual conclusion it would seem that such a theory
should state that one of the two counts in working memory must be retrieved into a subset
of working memory, a subset of less than two items.  This model would appear identical
to the internal attention explanation proposed herein.  Given that both counts are already
present in working memory the attentional focus may provide the more coherent
description.

Internal Attention and Working Memory Status
One might assume that working memory items are all equal.  For example, the linear
functions of the search paradigm tasks reveal that each additional item in the memory set
adds a fixed amount of time to the searching process.  But, items in working memory do
not have equal status, as evidenced in the present study by the fact that though both items
are verbalized following each update, there is a distinct difference in how quickly either
can be subsequently updated.  To reiterate, the item in the focus of attention can be
updated faster which is inconsistent with the assumption that items in working memory
have equal accessibility.  Further insights into the nature of this differential status could
be gleaned by increasing the number of items.  With just two counts, the present study
cannot reveal if there is a qualitative distinction between the item in the focus of attention
and all other items (which would enjoy equal status) or if there is a continuum in the
status of working memory items.  The status of an item in working memory may be
determined by how recently it was last updated or by how many other intervening items
have been subsequently updated.  A search for such patterns in the data from the present
study revealed no such effects.  For example, the cost incurred in switching to a count
was not affected by how recently that count had last been updated (that is, time to switch
to one count was not affected by the number of intervening updates of the other count).

One may wish to describe the status of the items in working memory in terms of their
activation levels.  The object in the focus of attention presumably has the highest
activation level.  For an item to be in the focus of attention might require that it be
maintained at this relatively high activation level.  Once attention is taken away from that
item its activation returns to the baseline level required to keep the item within working
memory.  The evidence from the present study suggests a fast return to these baseline
levels.  Recall that the priming manipulations found no facilitation effects that would
indicate a decaying activation function that has residual effects.  Similarly, as noted
earlier, other unreported, in-depth analyses have shown that varying the number of
repeated activations of one item did not affect the speed of subsequent responses to that
item (i.e., time to update a count did not get faster as a function of the number of
successive updates of that same count).  Nor indeed, did repeated activations (updates) of
one count hinder access to the other count (as mentioned above, time to switch to a count
was not affected by the number of immediately preceding updates of the other count).
Combined, these patterns suggest that a step function is involved in being in or out of the
focus of attention.

A third consequence, that arises from the type 1 switching cost, is that items can be
rehearsed (though not updated) without the focus of attention being drawn to them.  The
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focus of attention remains on one count even after the current value of the other count has
been rehearsed.  In one sense then, an item in working memory can be rehearsed, which
requires some degree of processing, without becoming the “object of thought.”  This
finding might best be accommodated under a multiple components theory of working
memory such as Baddeley’s (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974).

Internal Attention Switching and the Phonological Loop
While performing the Dual-Count task both counts may reside in a verbal rehearsal buffer
akin to the phonological loop.  This loop has been described as a subsystem of working
memory, a “phonological store that relies on a fading trace which can be maintained by
subvocal rehearsal” (Baddeley, 1986, p.81).  This subsystem, though linked, can operate
somewhat independently of the functioning of the central executive, which is responsible
for various control processes.  Many tasks involving learning and comprehension can be
accomplished with a far from catastrophic decrement in performance even with a
concurrent digit span task (see Baddeley, 1986, chapters 3 and 4).  In the Dual-Count task
both counts may reside in such a verbal buffer while attention, controlled by the central
executive, is switched between them.  Thus, the rehearsal operation and the focus of
attention operate independently.  Morris & Jones (1990) arrived at a similar explanation
for their running memory task.  Their subjects were asked to recall a prespecified number
of the most recent items from a list of consonants that were presented serially.  As list
length could not be predicted, this task required subjects to update the items being
rehearsed once the list exceeded the number to be recalled.  Both the number of updates
of the list and performing secondary tasks known to disrupt the function of the
phonological loop impaired recall.  However, there was no interaction between number of
updates and the presence or absence of the secondary tasks, suggesting that the updating
operation was accomplished by the central executive.

Though earlier versions of Baddeley’s model did ascribe storage capacity to the central
executive (Baddeley, 1976) subsequent versions have not (Baddeley, 1993), hence both
counts are considered to reside in the phonological loop rather than, say, one count in the
loop and one “in” the central executive.  This raises the interesting issue of determining if
the limitation in attending to more than one object at a time is specific to a single
subsystem.  To put it another way, could one have immediate and simultaneous access to
both a verbal working memory item and a visual working memory item?  It remains to be
demonstrated if the internal limitation that has been demonstrated by the Dual-Count task
reflects a limitation specific to one subsystem of working memory or if is a limitation that
traverses subsystems.

Some Functional Consequences of an Internal Attention Limitation
If there is a limitation in the number of working memory items upon which one can
simultaneously focus then what functional consequences might this have?  In his classic
1956 paper, Miller emphasized the importance of chunking given the 7+/-2 limitation on
the number of items that can be held in working memory.  Through chunking, we afford
ourselves access to more than just 7+/-2 elementary items of information.  By increasing
the size of these chunks we can increase the amount of information contained in working
memory.  One can consider the formation of these chunks of information as a strategic or
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adaptive response to accommodate this working memory limitation.  If so, then it is
possible that chunking is equally likely to have been a strategic response to another
working memory limitation, namely that which is the focus of this paper.  If we can only
focus our attention within working memory on one item at a time then it is surely
beneficial to be able to attend to more than a single bit of information.

A limitation in attending to working memory items, if true for counts, should also be true
for more complex items, such as scientific hypotheses or theories.  Though it runs
contrary to the exhortations of some scientists and philosophers of science (e.g., Platt,
1964; Popper, 1962), an abundance of evidence demonstrating a neglect of alternative
hypotheses has been garnered from laboratory investigations of hypothesis testing
behaviors (Mynatt, Doherty & Tweney, 1977, 1978).  This tendency can affect both the
information that one looks for, as in Wason’s four-card task (Wason & Johnson-Laird,
1972), and one’s interpretation of new information that bears on the truth or falsity of
one’s original hypothesis, as in the pseudodiagnosticity research (Doherty,
Mynatt,Tweney, & Schiavo, 1979; Kern & Doherty, 1982; Mynatt, Doherty, & Dragan,
1993).  While the Dual-Count task employed in this study is certainly far removed from
the complexity and richness of hypothesis testing in human inference, nevertheless, the
present study proposes that the internal attention limitation is a fundamental one.
Consequently, the same limitation would also operate in an inference task and may
partially explain the lack of selection or production of data relevant to alternative
hypotheses.

Conclusion
As previously noted, some early psychologists asserted that it was phenomenologically
self-evident that we can attend to just one object at a time.  The present study attempted
to empirically demonstrate this limitation, explored what such a limitation might reveal
about working memory function, and gave examples of what implications might follow
from such a limitation.  In a recent commentary on the state of STM research, Shiffrin
makes the point that attention and memory research “. . . make it clear that attentional
focus cannot be identified with the entire set of currently activated information, but
represents a far smaller subset instead” (Shiffrin, 1993, p.195).  The present study has
demonstrated, at least for verbal information such as running counts, that this subset
contains just one item.  If we can attend to but one object at a time then we are obliged to
switch between objects and this study has measured and described the dynamics of this
switching.  In so doing it concludes that a distinct attention switching mechanism is
involved and has attempted to rule out visual repetition priming, conceptual repetition
priming and memory retrieval mechanisms as alternative explanations.
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Table 1:  Switching costs (msec) and the lower 99.9% confidence level
for each subject’s last session.

Subject Switching Cost (msec)
(SS - SNS)

Confidence Level
(99.9%)

1 316 266
2 100 48
3 254 201
4 237 179
5 98 67
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Figure 2: Mean RT for Switch/No Switch figures for all subjects, Experiment 1.
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Figure 3. Individual switching costs on each session, Experiment 2.
Figure 3: Individual Switching Costs on each session, Experiment 2.
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Figure 4: Group mean SS, SNS, and switching cost averaged across sessions and subjects.
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Figure 5: SS and SNS RTs for each RSI, Experiment 2.
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Figure 6: Mean RT for CONGRUENT and INCONGRUENT trials from the
Stimulus Identification task, Experiment 2.
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Figure 7: A model of the processes involved in performance of the Dual-Count task.
The order of the Update and Rehearse operations is dictated by which figure is
presented and the subject’s verbalization order.
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